
Poetry! Poetry! Yay! Yay!
Objective
By the end of this unit you will

1. understand the basics of poetry,

2. be able to write SIX different styles of poetry, 

3. demonstrate your prior knowledge and understanding of figurative language in your own 
poems, and

4. know how to express yourself through poetry!

Types of Poetry
In this unit, we will learn about, read, and write the following poetic styles:

Couplets Sonnet

Quatrain Ode

Cinquain Memory Poem

The Basics
Poetry is a stye of writing. Poets often write to share with readers experiences or strong feelings 
about life. Poems are written with words chosen from their sounds and beauty, as well as their 
meaning.

Poetry began in prehistoric times when people passed down their oral history in poetic language 
and song. Through the years, three main types of poetry have developed: lyric, narrative, and 
dramatic. 

Lyric Narrative Dramatic

any short poem poems that tell a story

also tells a story, but in this 
case one or more of the 

poem’s characters act out the 
story
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Couplets
Definition
A two-line poem that rhymes. A couplet (a couple of lines) can be its own poem, or you can write 
a poem in couplets (each couplet will become a stanza). 

Rules
1. The last word in each of the two lines MUST rhyme.

Example

Decorator Hermit Crab

There was a little hermit crab
Who thought his tank was rather drab.

At first he didn't know what to do
Then decorated with pink and blue.

Now he is no longer crabby
With his new home, he's rather happy!

©2001 Vanessa Pike-Russell
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Couplets
Brainstorming
Begin the process of writing any poem by brainstorming. Use the organizer below to identify 
topics about which you would like to write. Then, write pairs of words that rhyme. Use this 
brainstorming to create your couplets!

What are some topics about which I would like to write???What are some topics about which I would like to write???What are some topics about which I would like to write???

What are some pairs of words that rhyme?What are some pairs of words that rhyme?What are some pairs of words that rhyme?

Homework: Write a poem consisting of a minimum of FOUR couplets. 

Be sure to title your poem!
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Quatrain
Definition
A poem consisting of four line stanzas that follow ONE of THREE rhyme schemes. 

Rhyme SchemesRhyme SchemesRhyme Schemes

ABAB AABB ABBA

Rules
1. A quatrain must contain four lines.

2. A quatrain must follow one specific rhyme scheme.

Example

The Hippopotamus by Ogden Nash 

Behold the hippopotamus!
We laugh at how he looks to us,
And yet in moments dank and grim,
I wonder how we look to him.

Peace, peace, thou hippopotamus!
We really look all right to us,
As you no doubt delight the eye
Of other hippopotami.

Note the AABB rhyme scheme.
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Cinquain
Definition

A poem consisting of FIVE lines. The word cinqain comes from the french word cinq, which 
means five.

There are two versions of the cinquain poem: the “syllable cinquain,” and the “word cinquain.” We are 
going to focus on the “word cinquain.”

Rules

Line 1  1 word  = The subject of your poem; a noun
Line 2  2 words  = Two adjectives that describe your subject

Line 3  3 words = Three gerunds (verbs ending in ing)

Line 4  4 words = A creative phrase that tells more about your subject

Line 5  1 word  = Synonym of your subject

Examples

racing 
fast, loud 

buzzing, rushing, flying 
drivers on the track 

NASCAR

 apple penguin

 red, delicious black, white

 crunching, chewing, eating waddling, swimming, leaping

 my favorite snack a tuxedo in the cold water

 apple emperor
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Sonnet
Definition
A poem consisting of FOURTEEN LINES using any of a number of formal rhyme schemes (in English 
typically having ten syllables per line).

Rules

We will follow the rules of the English sonnet:

1. Must consist of 14 lines (note: three quatrains & a couplet)

2. Each line must consist of 10 syllables

3. Must follow the following rhyme scheme: abab cdcd efef gg

4.Must end in a rhyming couplet

Example

My Sonnet On Writing A Sonnet ! The Sonnet

Hey kids let’s try to write a sonnet
I know you can, it’s easy, you'll see
It'll put a feather in your bonnet,
C'mon kids, you can write one with me.

Just think of  some words to rhyme
And some ideas that are cool
You'll put it all together in time,
And read it to your friends at school

Now just put down some ditties
And put down some lyrical thoughts
C'mon you can do it kiddies
Hey, look at the poetry you just wrought?

See, I knew you could bring it on home
You just completed a sonnet, a most beautiful poem.

by Stan H. Rose (English Teacher at University Heights HS Bronx, NY)

The sonnet form is old and full of  dust
And yet I want to learn to write one well.
To learn new forms and grow is quite a must,
But I will learn it quickly, I can tell.

And so I sit, today, with pen in hand,
Composing three new quatrains with a rhyme.
The rhythm flows like wind at my command.
The A-B-A-B form consumes my time.

But I’m not done until there’s fourteen lines.
One ending couplet, after three quatrains.
I’ve tried to write this new form several times.
The effort’s huge; I have to rack my brain.

But I persist, my fourteen lines now done.
I wrote my poem; my sonnet work is won.

by Denise Rodgers
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Ode
Definition
A lyrical poem that pays tribute to someone or something, and follows a specific rhyme scheme/
structure.

Rules
1. Must contain eight (8) stanzas

2. Each stanza must contain 3 lines

3. Each stanza must begin with “Ode to ...”

4.The LAST stanza is always separated from the rest of the Ode by a space

Example
Ode	  To	  Cheese

Ode To Cheese, 
Which Makes Us Smile, 
When Camera's go Clack.
Ode To Cheese, 
Which make us taste, 
The greatest of flavors, the wackiest of whack.
Ode To Cheese, 
Blue, Gorgonzola, 
American and Cheddar.
Ode To Cheese, 
Cheddar and Feta, 
In all types of weather.
Ode To Cheese, 
For those on a diet, 
or trying to get fatter.
Ode To Cheese, 
with crackers and wine, 
with grapes can flatter.
Ode To Cheese, 
when you're sad and happy, 
Cheese just fits.

Ode To Cheese, 
Mountains and Mountains, 
or bits and bits.
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Ode
Brainstorming
1. Choose your topic!

______________________________________________

2. Why do you love this topic? What makes this topic SO GREAT? Use this space to write 
down as many words and phrases related to your topic. 
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Memory Poem (who/is)
Definition
A memory poem is a poem that describes someone using great detail. It follows a specific 
structure/pattern. 

Rules
 Line 1-5 Use the word WHO to describe the subject of your poem

 Line 6  Use the word IS to provide a description of your subject’s common actions

 Lines 7-11 Use the word WHO to describe the subject of your poem

 Lines 12-16 Use the word IS to provide a description of your subject’s common actions

 Lines 17 & 18 End your poem with a rhyming couplet about your subject

Example
 
“Pito Who” Annotate the poem below for patterns

 Pito who wears his socks up to his knees

 Who eats rice and beans every day

 Who drives slower to the supermarket than I can walk there

 Whose hair is almost completely white

 Who walks around saying, “change in Jamaica!” all of  the time

  is my grandfather.

 Who has a weird sense of  humor

 Who likes to lie on lawn chairs in the middle of  the driveway with his teeth on his belly

 Who likes to repair things. All things. Anything.

 Who keeps his lottery ticket in a plastic sleeve 

  is talking to himself  in the living room

  is disappointed about giving up his drivers license

  is leaving his home to live with his youngest daughter

  is not taking his vitamins when he is supposed to

  is missing his old life

 Pito, who sits in the garden at night to pray,

 Still eats rice and beans every day.
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Memory	  Poem	  
Use	  this	  organizer	  to	  write	  the	  first	  dra1	  of	  your	  memory	  poem.

____________________	  who	  	  
	   Name	  of	  your	  person

Who	  	  

Who	  	  

Who	  	  

Who	  	  

	   is	  	  

Who	  	  

Who	  	  

Who	  	  

Who	  	  

Who	  	  

	   is	  	  

	   is	  	  

	   is	  	  

	   is	  	  

	   is	  	  

____________________,	  who	  	   ,
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